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‘WESSEX WAYS’ OCTOBER 2018
VEHICLE OF THE MONTH

The Citroën DS was produced from 1955 until 1975. When it first appeared, it caused a sensation with its
aerodynamic, futuristic body design and innovative technology, and was unlike any other production car of the time.
It was a front-engine, front-wheel-drive executive car that was manufactured in sedan, wagon/estate and
convertible body configurations. Italian sculptor and industrial designer Flaminio Bertoni and the French aeronautical
engineer André Lefèbvre styled and engineered the car. With its hydropneumatic self-levelling suspension, the DS
set new standards in ride quality, handling, and braking.
Even today, the styling of the DS is arresting, with its cut back rear end and with indicators set at high level, while
internally were the idiosyncratic dashboard mounted gear lever and single spoke steering wheel. The DS was always
powered by a four cylinder engine, with 4 and 5-speed gearboxes depending on the model. The engine size started
as 1,911cc, with the latest models having a 2,345cc unit. The DS had some rallying success, winning the Monte Carlo
Rally in 1959 and 1966, and the 1,000 Lakes rally in 1962.
The Citroën SM was a natural successor to the DS as a sports variant, manufactured from 1970 until 1975. It
harnessed a Maserati V6 2.7 or 3.0 litre engine to give a top speed of 140mph, but was an expensive and technically
complex 3-door hatchback coupé.

WVPC CHRISTMAS DINNER
This year's Christmas Dinner is on Saturday December 15th at The Bloxworth Club. It will start at 8pm prompt.
Menus and details of how to book are available now - you can pick up your pack on Club Nights or ring Doug or
Mo on 01202 895387 in order to get one posted to you.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

WARNING! WESSEX VEHICLE PRESERVATION CLUB LTD
WILL BE WOUND UP IN DECEMBER 2018
That grabbed your attention didn’t it?
Seriously though, your Club cannot continue in the present format. We currently have only 6
Committee members and no Chairman. In November we will also be losing our Treasurer.
We are a Limited Company registered with Companies House. As such we are obliged to abide by
the Articles of Association which state that The Club shall be managed by a Committee which shall
include the President ,Treasurer and Chairman of the Club.

YOUR CLUB NEEDS YOU!
We are very lucky to have Peter Fletcher join us this month on the Committee as a
co-opted member. He realised that without help from the Club members the Club is in danger of
folding.
Be like Peter, volunteer to be a Committee Member and help save your club!
The only requirement is that you attend the AGM held in November each year. We do have
monthly Committee meetings which last for about an hour and are held at Cobhams Sports and
Social Club. If you are able to attend a few of these as well then you can have input into how your
Club is run, events and generally how to enhance our members’ enjoyment of this friendly Club.
Come along to the next Committee meeting with no obligation, to see how we operate. We meet
at Cobhams at 7.30pm each month. Contact a Committee member for details of the next meeting
date.
See you there, PLEASE!
URGENT REQUEST – RAFFLE ORGANISER NEEDED
After 7 years of organising the raffles, Mo has decided to retire, so we are in urgent need of someone to do this
important task and ensure we continue to have our regular raffles – apply please to Mo or Doug.

PRELIMINARY CALENDER OF FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Tuesday November 13th - The ever popular AGM.
Tuesday December 11th - To be decided.
Saturday December 15th – WVPC Christmas Dinner at Bloxworth.

WVPC COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman – Vacant, club to be run on a ‘Team Management’ basis.
Secretary – Janet Palmer – familypalmer29@hotmail.com
Treasurer – Val Baker.
Website Co-ordinator - Dennis Stranack – wvpcweb@gmail.com and alpinecruising@gmail.com
Motorcycle Section – Colin Baker - bikes@wvpc.org.uk
Committee members - Christine Fletcher, Peter Fletcher.
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ANOTHER CUP!!
I can announce that club member Steve Brown, has won another best in show cup at the Verwood Rustic Fayre.
I am awaiting the photographic evidence of the presentation which will be in another magazine - in the
meantime well done to Steve who it would appear is becoming a professional Trophy Hunter! Seriously well
done Steve - you deserve it.
Doug

Steve Brown and his Wolseley 14 from this year's Verwood Rustic Fayre. Steve is being
presented with the Trevor Jones Memorial Trophy by Trevor's Widow Lena.

FBHVC NEWS - Roadworthiness Testing. Where are we now? – by Bob Owen
As I write this, we are just over a month into the introduction of entitlement to MOT exemption for most of our
vehicles. I had thought about setting out all the steps by which we have got to the position we are now in, but on
reflection it is both much simpler, and indeed much better for everyone, if I simply state the current position. I know
that there are some of you out there who have been following the development of this process closely and will be
keen to ask questions, but I suggest we should all sit back and see how it works out. There is no real reason to think
everything will not be fine. Meanwhile Ian sets out a set of Frequently Asked Questions in his section to help
members navigate the system as it currently exists.
THE LAW - For the vast majority of our members, the legal position is simple. The Regulations state that vehicles
built over 40 years ago and not substantially changed are exempt from testing.
This status is not dependent in any way on whether or not a declaration has been made by the keeper to DVLA. It
also has nothing to do with whether or not the vehicle is in the ‘historic’ tax class. As there is no examination of
vehicles to assess whether they have suffered substantial change, the decision as to whether a vehicle has been
substantially changed rests with its keeper. If you have doubts look at the Guidance referenced by Ian within the
FAQs, if necessary consult an expert, ideally one from the Federation’s list.
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But we think it is a fair rule of thumb that, if you don’t think of your vehicle as being much different from its original
form, it is not substantially changed. So if your vehicle was built more than forty years ago, (whenever it was
registered), and if you think it is pretty standard with only minor tweaks, then when the validity of its MOT
Certificate runs out, you simply do not have to get a new one.
You can of course get a new MOT if you wish, but do remember that there is no real distinction between a voluntary
MOT and a compulsory one, and while all the concessions for vehicles of an earlier technology remain in force all
current procedural rules as to the consequences of failure will apply. Obviously, if you know your vehicle has been
the subject of substantial change within the past thirty years, even if it was built before 1960 and has previously
been exempt from the MOT, it isn’t exempt now and you must take the vehicle for a new test. That’s it.
ADMINISTRATION - Now let us turn to the administration. DVLA have chosen to administer the system by default
rather than individually recording eligibility. They are also, we understand, using the date of registration shown in
their database to trigger their system. So if a vehicle registered more than forty years ago shows up at the time of
relicensing as having no MOT you will:-If you are relicensing at a Post Office be asked to show the counter clerk a signed Form V112 (or V112G) which will
enable the clerk to proceed into the licensing process, or
-If you are relicensing online, see a page upon which you are invited to check a box saying the vehicle is exempt
from the MOT. If you do not tick the box you will simply not be able to proceed to relicensing.
DVLA do not actually record the presentation of the Form V112 or ticking of the online box, so will not currently have
a record of the declaration or of the vehicle status on its database. You may not be asked to show the Form V112 or
tick the box. The two most likely reasons are that:the vehicle still has some validity of its MOT to go, or
although more recently registered the vehicle was in fact built more than forty years ago. This would cover many
vehicles with age-related registrations, including those imported into the UK.
But the important thing to remember is that this doesn’t affect the legal position which is as I have set it out above.
Your vehicle is exempt (or not if it has been substantially changed) whether or not DVLA asks the question.
CONSEQUENCES - There are a couple of matters which we think might have to be revisited by DVLA, though in
fairness we should not expect a rapid change. The first is that, as the DVLA don’t record the declaration in the
database, they cannot show a vehicle as being exempt, for instance on the Vehicle Enquiry Service (VES). But as the
assumption made by DVLA, and communicated to the police who enforce MOT non-compliance on their behalf, is
that vehicles registered over forty years ago are exempt then it probably does not matter greatly, even if those of us
with pre-1960 cars have grown used to seeing the EXEMPT status when we visit the VES.
The second is that as we currently understand it, there may not be a similar assumption in respect of forty year old
vehicles with age-related registrations, so these vehicles could be at a risk of incorrect enforcement, though that risk
is likely to be vanishingly small. But we will follow this issue up.
Clean Air Matters - London ULEZ - I start with some good news. There has been some considerable uncertainty
created by various TfL communications on exemptions under the ULEZ. Not least the online “Checker” seemed to be
providing incorrect responses and suggesting historic vehicles were not exempt. There was also some doubt as to
whether or not exempt vehicles had to be put on a register.
I am now pleased to provide a quotation from a TfL letter dated 22 June:‘I would confirm that vehicles registered with DVLA and taxed in the ‘historic vehicle’ tax class will be exempt from
the London Ultra Low Emission Zone(ULEZ). All vehicles constructed before 1 January 1973 will also be exempt from
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ULEZ, as they currently are for the London Low Emission Zone (LEZ).

Vehicles that meet either of the above criteria and are registered in the UK will be automatically exempt and will not
need to register with us, as long as their DVLA records indicate that their vehicle has ‘historic vehicle’ tax class or was
constructed before 1 January 1973.’
I think this sets out the position both clearly and accurately, and members can feel confident that any conflicting
advice they might receive is wrong.
Other Clean Air Zones and Low Emission Zones - It does now look as if we may be at the beginning of a rapid roll-out
of local Clean Air or Low Emission Zones and the Federation is working out how to respond to each of them as they
arise. Local authorities have different methods of promulgating consultations, some of which assume that only local
people need to be made aware of them, so If any member becomes aware of a local consultation is commencing, of
which we might not be aware, please do not hesitate to let either Emma or myself know.

FBHVC MISCELLANY
b

The Boston Classic Car Club news tells us that the difference between a new husband a new dog is that after a year,
the dog is still pleased to see you.
A statement that is only too true appears in the Newsletter of the Vintage Horticultural & Garden Machinery Club –
‘every twenty-minute job is only one broken bolt away from becoming a three-day ordeal’.
The front cover of the Historic Caravan Club newsletter is an arresting photograph of the 1932 Minehead Caravan Rally
and we are reminded that the club is celebrating its 25th Anniversary.
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And it is 50 years since the Norton ‘Commando’ was launched.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

WESSEX VEHICLE PRESERVATION CLUB LTD
WVPC COMMITTEE NOMINATION FORM 2018
THIS FORM IS FOR NOMINATIONS TO THE CLUB COMMITTEE FOR THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
ON 13th NOVEMBER 2018.

More than one form can be submitted proposing other candidates for committee posts, but all forms have to
be in the hands of the Secretary prior to 29th October 2018. Nominations received after such date will
not be considered. No nominations will be considered at the annual general meeting. The form must
be fully completed in order to be accepted.
I (name) ………………………………………………………………..membership number……………...
would like to nominate:………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………..
for a position on the committee and my seconder is (name):…………………….. ………………………………………membership number……………

SIGNED:-

PROPOSER ……………………………………………
SECONDER ……………………………………………

THIS FORM IS TO BE SENT TO:WVPC Ltd Secretary, 52 Anstey Rd, Bournemouth, Dorset BH11 9HG, or by e-mail to:familypalmer29@hotmail.com Please note that any nominations received after October 29th 2018, or any
incomplete nominations, will be invalid.
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